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power is in the people, to whom kings ought to render an account.
He explained his willingness to consent to the establishment of
presbyterianism, for three years, as 'but a temporary permission
to continue that unlawful possession (which, for the present, I
cannot help), so as to lay a ground for a perfect recovery of that,
which, to abandon, were directly against my conscience, and,
I am confident, destructive to monarchy.'1 Holding these
opinions it is not surprising that Charles found it hard to come
to terms with the Scots*
The king was no more fortunate in his negotiations with the
English than with the Scots.   When a prisoner in the north,
he received from the parliament in London the Propositions of
Newcastle* In nineteen clauses, they enunciated the parliamen-
tary conditions under which Charles might be permitted to
resume the throne of his ancestors. They required that he should
swear to the covenant and suffer it to be imposed on all his sub-
jects; that episcopacy should be abolished; that religion should
be reformed according to the covenant, in such manner as par-
liament should agree after consultation with the Assembly of
Divines sitting at Westminster; that he should grant to parlia-
ment complete control over the armed forces of the nation, for
a space of twenty years; and that he should consent to the
punishment, with varying degrees of severity, of all of his lead-
ing supporters.2 When Hyde read the parliamentary demands,
he expressed the opinion that if the king accepted them there
would be no longer *any seeds left for monarchy to spring out
of.'3  Charles, too, realized immediately that the propositions
were wholly unacceptable, but characteristically thought that
a positive rejection should be deferred as long as possible, and
'how to make an handsome denying answer is all the diffi-
culty.'4 He delayed so long that, instead of quarrelling, parlia-
ment came to terms with the Scots, who left England in January
and February 1647, on the receipt of half the sum due to them
for their services in England. Charles therefore passed into the
control of the English parliament and was brought to Holmby
House in Northamptonshire.
For the moment interest shifts from the king to the army-
of equall consequence to that of the militia; for people ar governed by pulpits more
then the sword, in tymcs of peace*. (Clarendon State Papers^ ii. 343.)
1 Charles I in 1646, p. 83.
* Gardiner, Constitutional Documents, pp. 990-306.
3 Idem, Civil War, iu\ 139.	* Charles / in 1646', p, 51*

